
Security+ CompTIA SY0-601

Instructor: Graham Tuthill
Global Knowledge

8th February 2021

Course starts at 9:30 am
or earlier if everyone present

5 of 7 present



graham.tuthill@globalknowledge.co.uk

Breaks:

10:45/15 mins
12:30/40 mins
2:45/15 mins

My Website:
defaultgateway.co.uk

Course Times:

Monday 9:30 to 4:30
Tuesday 9:00 to 4:30
Wednesday 9:00 to 4:30
Thursday 9:00 to 4:30
Friday 9:00 to ?



Delegates

Confirmed Matthew Bally Doclan Managed Document Services Ltd Virtual Bally

Confirmed Luke Barton Tower Research Virtual Barton

Confirmed Kayden-Price Bedward-Broomes Doclan Managed Document Services Ltd Virtual Bedward-Broomes

Confirmed Michelle Chisango Afton Chemicals - GK Apprenticeships Virtual Chisango

Confirmed Kris Gibson Tower Research Virtual Gibson

Confirmed Christian Horgan EKC Group Virtual Horgan

Confirmed Eric Michael US Army Virtual Michael



Using Zoom

Feel free to use Camera and mic in Zoom.

You can use either the mic, chat or both to participate and
communicate with me or others in the in the virtual class.

When a chat message arrives a beep is generated my end
so I should not miss any messages, but it does happen so if

I do not respond to your message try again.

You can also use the icons
as shown to participate
during the class



Material Access Link:

https://labs.comptia.org

Lab Access Codes

https://learn.comptia.org/access-key

Course Material Access Codes
via email

All links below are on my website

defaultgateway.co.uk



Course Material access and additional material







Coffee Break to 11:15





•Assisted labs confirm
knowledge and guide
students through the steps
to achieve a given
configura on. In an assisted
lab, students may repeat
scored items and achieve
the correct answer. Students
do not need a correct
answer to move forward

through the lab. 

•Applied labs challenge
students’ ability to configure
given se ngs and display
knowledge of concepts, tools,
and op ons without detailed step
instruc ons. In an applied lab,
the student may not repeat the
ques on or change your answer.
The student does not need a
correct answer to move forward

through the lab. 



Lunch to 1:35 In the lunch break complete Lab 0
(20 mins)



CVSS Ver 2 Score of 9.3 High

cve.mitre.org

search above for ms10-090

A vulnerability in IE found in 2010 by Microsoft
had been there since 2001

CVE-2010-3962

Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)



coffee to 3:15







Create New Layer (Enterprise)

TACTICS
Procedures















TCP SYN (-sS)—this is a fast technique also referred to as half-open scanning, as the
scanning host requests a connection without acknowledging it. The target's response to
the scan's SYN packet identifies the port state. 

• UDP scans (-sU)—scan UDP ports. As these do not use ACKs, Nmap needs to wait for
a response or timeout to determine the port state, so UDP scanning can take a long time.
A UDP scan can be combined with a TCP scan. 

• Port range (-p)—by default, Nmap scans 1000 commonly used ports, as listed in its
configuration file. Use the -p argument to specify a port range.

Service Discovery with Nmap





No more theory for today :)

Extra complete Lab 2 Lab 3

Do questions for Lesson 1/2/3

We will start again tomorrow at 9:00 am

The zoom session I will open at 7:30 each day



Lunch to 1:10





most frequently used letter in the English language is

E

uryyb jbeyq

WHAT IS ?

in plain text



Substitution Cipher



HLOOL
ELWRD Rail Fence Cipher

Transposition Cipher

HLOWRDELLOL

https://cryptii.com/pipes/caesar-cipher



Encryption (Confidentiality)

Symetric Asymetric

DES
3DES
AES
RC4
Swordfish
CAST
Blowfish
ChaCha2

RSA
DSA
Diffie/Hellman
ECDH
ECC





HASHING Data Integrity & Authentication



Verisign
RSA

RSA



Test questions for
Lesson 3/4/5

8:30 start
Wednesday









coffee to 10:05







11:16 coffee break 











Lunch to 1:00







Coffee to 3:00











8:30 Start tomorrow

I will open up the zoom session at 
7:30





Coffee to 11:13



IPSEC

Tunnel Mode

Transport Mode



Lunch to 1:05



Coffee to 3:20



















Finished for today start again Friday at 8:30

I will open the session at 7:30 as normal







Lunch to 1:15

After Lunch straight into Lesson 19











Coffee and complete course evaluation to 3:50


